LRS® Output Server

Downtime Reporting Solutions
Ensure Patient Care Continuity

LRS provides a dependable platform for downtime reporting. Whether a network outage is planned or unplanned, LRS enterprise output management solutions help ensure optimum patient care in any situation.

Assured Delivery and Uninterrupted Workflow in the Event of Downtime

- **Automated Downtime Reporting**
  Delivery of downtime reports is complex and can require data decollation and delivery based on patient location, time sensitive generation, and management of most recent report(s) for security and tracking.

- **Automated Downtime Report Management**
  Ensures business continuity in a downtime situation.

- **Flexible Architecture**
  Supports both centralized and decentralized approaches—highly customizable LRS solution helps you meet your unique physician and nursing requirements.

- **Supports Scheduled or Unscheduled Downtime**
  Provides access to documents during system testing, network outages, or loss of access to critical clinical applications.

- **Document Management (Retention)**
  Automatically purges reports based on your clinical, business, or legal requirements.

- **Multi-Platform Support**
  Centralizes the processes of various applications into one simple-to-use system.

Benefits of LRS Downtime Reporting Solution

- **Reduce Manual Processes**
  Eliminates the need for manual printing, handling, separation, and distribution of physical/paper reports during downtime occurrences.

- **Simple End-User Interface**
  Provides secure centralized report storage for secure online viewing and print options similar to a real-time environment.

- **Document Transformation**
  Converts reports and data to PDF and other standard end-user viewing formats for improved accessibility.

- **Audit Tracking and Analysis Reporting**
  Enables administrators to see who accessed or printed which reports, when, where, and how often.

- **Secure Access to Reports**
  Users can securely access PDF’s that have been converted, password protected, and encrypted.

- **Intelligent Document Distribution**
  Combines data from one or more sources and provides assured report delivery to nursing stations or other points of care.
Business Value of Output Management

LRS software promotes faster and better delivery of healthcare information and saves money. After interviewing a variety of LRS customers, analysts at IDC concluded: “The three-year ROI analysis shows that on average, the companies in this study…saw a payback period of less than six months and ROI of 310%.” Whether it’s a timely downtime report that your clinical staff must have to deliver care or your costs to manage print are out of control, LRS has the solution.


The flexible LRS architecture provides a customizable central point of access to all information across the organization, both during downtime events and normal operations. The customizable LRS Output Server provides assured delivery of MARs, Physician Rounding Reports, and other critical information—regardless of origin or destination. Working with EMR systems from any vendor, the platform-independent LRS solution simplifies downtime reporting and provides assured delivery of critical healthcare information for improved patient care.

To learn more about document security, accounting, and managed print services solutions from LRS, contact your marketing representative or visit us at www.VPSX.com.